Through the appraisal process: René Gimpel (1881–1945) and Nicolas Poussin’s Self-Portrait, from rediscovery to de-attribution

Pamella Guerdat

'A Masterpiece Recovered?

'Hence the object can produce meaning, possess a power of representation and act upon cognitive processes. More than meeting material and technical needs, the object signifies complex values, marks the identities of individuals and groups and evokes abstract ideas intended to fuel thought.'

In the spring of 1937, a chronicler with the Revue de l’art ancien et moderne was musing over René Gimpel’s (figure 1)* latest acquisition: 'At the Gimpel Gallery on the Place Vendôme, a portrait of a seventeenth-century man [;] is it a self-portrait by Poussin?' A few months later, in his Parisian gallery, the art dealer opened a monograph exhibition dedicated to just this one painting, to enhance its unique character. This temporary exhibition-event soon dispelled the equivocal echoes reported in the capital’s press. Under the explicit title A masterpiece recovered. Portrait of Nicolas Poussin painted by himself in Rome in 1649 and engraved by Pesne, the

* Due to the number and placing of images they may be found in a linked pdf here.

1 I especially would like to thank René Gimpel and the Gimpel Fils Gallery, who gave me the opportunity to study the Self-Portrait copy in London and the related files, as well as Dr. Roberto Contini (Gemäldegalerie) for his advice and for providing me with the archives in Berlin. I am also truly grateful to Valérie Kobi and Nicolas Galley for their valuable comments on my text. Lastly, my thanks go to John Lee for his translation. This contribution derives from my Ph.D. thesis (in progress) and draws on some reflections initiated during the panel Connoisseurship – or Connoisseurs? (CAA 104th, Annual Conference, 2016). The present study is mainly based on René Gimpel archives, the Gemäldegalerie (Pointel Self-Portrait, inv. 1488) and Musée du Louvre (Chantelou Self-Portrait, inv. RF7302) records.


3 'Place Vendôme, à la Galerie Gimpel, un portrait d’homme du XVIIe siècle [;] est-il un portrait de Poussin par lui-même?', Unknown, 'Informations. Le carnet des Expositions', Revue de l’art ancien et moderne, 41:376, April 1937, 296.
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occasion gave Paris society an opportunity to admire, now beyond any doubt, a previously unknown work by Nicolas Poussin that had only recently come to light.4

At the peak of his career, the painter of The Shepherds of Arcadia landed a twofold commission from his faithful patrons in Paris. In the years 1649–1650, the artist painted two self-portraits, one intended for Paul Fréart de Chantelou and the other for Jean Pointel. Less celebrated down history than the Chantelou Self-Portrait (figure 2, Musée du Louvre), the Pointel Self-Portrait remains more enigmatic owing to its checkered career.5 After Pointel’s death, the painting joined the collection of Jacques Serizier,6 another fervent admirer of the painter. Around that time, the artist Jean Pesne made an engraving of it (figure 3) which helped to generalise this image, albeit without ever attaining the renown of the Chantelou Self-Portrait. By the time René Gimpel unveiled the Poussin masterpiece in 1937, it had been eclipsed for decades. At a moment when a numerous research was underway to fix the contours of the artist’s output, the singular discovery of a Self-Portrait by the master gives rise to a reinterpretation of the sources, as well as historiographic adjustments. Then, at the dawn of the 1950s, the re-appearance in Berlin of a second, identical copy immediately stirred controversy. Today the Berlin copy (figure 4, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin) is unanimously held to be the original picture painted by Poussin in 1649. Meanwhile, the copy in the possession of René Gimpel and left to his estate (Gimpel Fils Gallery, London) has been demoted to the status of a ‘replica’.7 (figure 5)

René Gimpel is one of the independent art dealers-scholars who, in the early years of the twentieth century, took over the practice of connoisseurship in order not only to respond to market circumstances, but also to develop their own knowledge about art. As an influential figure in transatlantic art dealing, he worked towards building up renowned private and public collections on the soil of Europe and America. However, his career did see some incorrect attributions. While his errors are a challenge to the connoisseur’s methodology, they remain indirectly revealing of his connoisseurial praxis and the limits that it comes up against. What can be learnt in this connection from the case of the Nicolas Poussin Self-Portrait? After the 1939–45 war, the painting was subjected to new evaluation procedures carried out by various people – gallery owners, art historians, museum professionals, scientists – all competing to categorize it and ultimately settle its status.

This contribution is attached to exploring the significative stages that marked the expert appraisal of the painting, from its rediscovery to its de-

7 Rosenberg, Nicolas Poussin: les tableaux du Louvre, 255, no. 28.
X self-portraits attributed to Poussin: an uncertain state of knowledge

'[H]e did himself twice, and in the different poses he adopted, he has always known according to the feelings of the learned that he was the same Poussin (...)'

While, at the start of the eighteenth century, the artist and writer Florent le Comte was reporting the existence of two self-portraits painted by Nicolas Poussin, throughout the nineteenth century and beyond, confusion reigned. Indeed, up until the 1950s, the Chantelou Self-Portrait, which has belonged to the French State collections since 1797, remains the 'sole testimony to the master’s activity as a portrait painter' and the only undisputable artwork. Just how many self-portraits did the artist actual paint? The backstory to the two Self-Portraits, intended respectively for Pointel and Chantelou, is partially documented in the artist’s letters. While Nicolas Poussin was working in 1647 on the second version of the Seven Sacraments commissioned by Chantelou, Chantelou decided he would like to have a portrait of the artist. This wish was met with a long silence, as the artist was not familiar with the genre. It was not until the summer of 1648 that he alluded again to the project. This time, the painter expressed reticence at the idea of lending his features to a Roman portraitist which to his way of thinking could only produce unsatisfactory work. There is nothing however to suggest that his patron ever received a self-portrait. On 20 June 1649, a first self-portrait suddenly came to light:

8 Bernard Lahire, *Ceci n’est pas qu’un tableau: essai sur l’art, la domination, la magie et le sacré*, Paris: La Découverte, 2015. According to Lahire, it consists in ‘(…) look[ing] back towards the past in order to understand the present’ (‘remonter dans le passé pour comprendre le présent’), 7. Lahire conducts 'historical regressions' (régressions historiques) in his study on the attribution of *The Flight into Egypt* (Musée des Beaux-Arts, Lyon, inv. RF 2008-1) by Poussin, 529.

9 ‘[I]l s’est fait deux fois lui-même, et dans les différentes attitudes qu’il s’est donné, il a toujours connu selon les sentiments des savants qu’il était le même Poussin (…)’, Florent le Comte, *Cabinet des singularitez d’architecture, peinture, sculpture, et gravure: ou introduction à la connoissance des plus beaux arts, figurés sous les tableaux, les statuës, et les estampes*, Bruxelles: L. Marchand, 1702 [1699–1700], vol.3, 31. The spelling and punctuation have been modernized.


12 Nicolas Poussin, *Correspondance* [edited by Charles Jouanny], Paris: J. Schemit, 1911, letters from Poussin to Chantelou, 7 April 1647, 355, no. 147; 22 December 1647, 376, no. 157; 2
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'I have done one of my portraits and will soon be starting on the other'. Thus a latent, tentative project produced not one portrait, but two self-portraits; for Chantelou’s rival Jean Pointel had also prevailed upon Poussin to do his effigy. The first self-portrait, completed in the summer of 1649, went to Pointel. Meanwhile, Chantelou had to wait for over a year to get his coveted picture, to which Poussin put the finishing touches on 29 May 1650. In a letter he sent in 1664 to Abbé Nicaise, who was requesting his portrait, Poussin confirmed the existence of two self-portraits, 'by his own hand', both in Paris, one at Pointel’s, the other with Chantelou.

In a spirit of emulation, Poussin delivers to his benefactors a picture of various aspects of his identity. Beyond their theoretical significance, the two paintings carry value in terms of memory and introspection. Depicted half-length and dressed in a black toga, the painter in his fifties turns away to stare at the viewer. For Pointel, Poussin portrays himself three-quarter length, his face bearing the marks of age. He is holding a stylus in his right hand, while his left hand is leaning on a book bearing the Latin inscription De lumine et colore on the spine. Behind the painter’s smiling countenance, his head tilted back slightly, there is a second inscription in gold letters indicating the painter’s age, birthplace and status. Affiliated to the Academy of St. Luke, Poussin was promoted to the rank of ‘first painter of the king’ in 1641. The background writing is set on a stone plaque, like an epitaph in trompe-l’œil. It is flanked by two putti done in low relief and interlinked by a garland or festoon of laurel. Taken together, these elements lend the work the status of a memento mori revealing a reflection on the ephemeral dimension of life.

August 1648, 386–387, no. 163; 24 May 1649, 399, no. 171. The painter faced difficulties in concluding this enterprise, as he had not executed a portrait for twenty-eight years.

13 ‘J’ai fait l’un de mes portraits et bientôt je commencerai l’autre’, Poussin, Correspondance, letter from Poussin to Chantelou, 20 June 1649, 402, no. 172. He promised Chantelou to reserve for him the one of the two self-portraits ‘which would have the most success’ (‘qui réussira le mieux’).


15 Poussin, Correspondance, letter from Poussin to the Abbé Claude Nicaise, 18 February 1664, 456–457, no. 207.
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For Chantelou, the sitter’s melancholy gaze makes way for concentration. The artist stages himself in a static pose, with a ringed hand laid on a sketchbook. Poussin immortalizes his identity in the guise of the painter in his studio. The location marks out a world of pictures. On one of the bare canvases there is an inscription in block capitals giving his family name, the town of his birth, and the date of the work’s creation. A fragment of a canvas depicts a female figure towards whom two outstretched arms are extended. It represents an allegory of painting asserting the bond of friendship between the painter and his distant patron. In a symbolic language, the artist is manifesting his gratitude to his benefactor by painting for him a work to the glory of artistic effort.

Beside the two self-portraits attested in the seventeenth century, replicas, inaccurate interpretations and rumours were soon being added to the mix. The painter’s growing reputation came in the nineteenth century along with both a singularization of his œuvre and the flooding of the art market with copies. The master’s image, and the body of his work, scaled up on a variety of media, evolved along with these multifarious manifestations, as a renewed view of the philosopher-painter became crystallized in critical biographies and theoretical studies as well as commemorations. Against this backdrop, interest in his self-portraits rose. Isolated among so many landscapes and history paintings, they individualized the features of the artist and the man for posterity.

Few painters have ever wielded a comparable influence: and so the crop of copies, pastiches, recensions and forgeries which must be carefully sifted before a catalogue raisonné of his output can be compiled (…), the art historian Thomas Bodkin noted in 1932. Giving an account of Poussin’s authenticated output with the help of a checking tool such as the catalogue raisonné is a complex undertaking, a

veritable challenge that has constantly kept the 'Poussinists' busy.22 In 1837, the John Smith catalogue sketched the outlines of the Poussin corpus.23 However, the art dealer listed three purported self-portraits – the first one intended for Chantelou, the second for Pointel, and a third one executed earlier, at the age of forty, with more soon to follow.

Known through the engraving by Jean Pesne, the Pointel Self-Portrait was definitely much displayed during the nineteenth century, witness the work of John Corner for example (figure 6). But the Pesne engraving also added to the confusion: in 1899, the art historian Elizabeth H. Denio took the view that there were three self-portraits painted by Poussin, the one for Chantelou, the one for Pointel, and also a replica made for Serizier after one or the other of these two self-portraits. But, she writes, 'This portrait for M. Pointel, was copied by the painter for M. Cerisiers. Both the first painting and the replica have disappeared (…)'.24 This opinion became widespread and the doubt persisted. At the start of the twentieth century, studies devoted to Nicolas Poussin increased in number. There was a worldwide craze for the artist. From the new edition of his letters to the seminal three-volume work by Otto Grautoff, Émile Magne and Walter Friedländer, our knowledge of both the painter's career and his œuvre became organized, with the benefit of gradual revision.25 By the time René Gimpel acquired the Pointel Self-Portrait in 1936, the painting was reputedly lost.


23 John Smith, A Catalogue Raisonné of the Works of the Most Eminent Dutch, Flemish, and French painters, London: Smith and son, 1837, ix–lxvi (Life of Nicholas Poussin) and 1–2, no. 1–3 (The works of Nicholas Poussin, 'Portraits of the artist').


Reappearance of a vanished Self-Portrait: an original in the process of becoming

At the turn of the 1930s, two exhibitions not only drew attention to the Poussin Self-Portraits but also awakened the covetousness of professional dealers and amateurs alike for seventeenth-century French artists. In London in 1932, the Royal Academy mounted a retrospective of French art which featured the Chantelou Self-Portrait with an exhibit label recalling the existence of the Pointel Self-Portrait.26 In Paris, in 1934, the Les peintres de la réalité en France au XVIIe siècle exhibition was held at the Petit Palais, an event co-produced by Paul Jamot, head curator of paintings at the Louvre and a well-informed Poussin specialist, and Charles Sterling, who was involved in an official capacity at the time. On this occasion, the Musée du Louvre again loaned out the Chantelou Self-Portrait, while the catalogue entry noted that: 'So Poussin painted his portrait twice. One for M. De Chantelou – this is the Louvre portrait – the other for M. Pointel: this painting is thought to have been recently rediscovered in England (...).'27 True enough, the latter picture belonged to London’s Sackville Gallery, as evidenced by an unpublished letter from the British art dealer Percy Moore Turner, an affiliate of the Sackville Gallery, where Max Rothschild was in charge.28 The recipient of the letter was Paul Jamot: 'I am in contact with the portrait of Nicolas Poussin by himself, which was painted in 1649 (...). The picture is for sale. I wonder whether you would care to do anything about it for France (...).29 The Pointel Self-Portrait reappeared in London in 1934 at the auction of the Sir Richard Leighton collection.30 At a time when Sterling was prospecting all over France to bring together works not seen before, he registered an interest in the afore-

26 Royal Academy of Arts, ed., French Art, 1200–1900, London, Royal Academy of Arts, Burlington House, London: W. Clowes and Sons, 1932, no. 119: 'Poussin painted at the same period another portrait of himself for M. Pointel; also a replica of one of these two portraits for a friend, whose name is unknown (...).
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mentioned painting. 31 When the Petit Palais show opened, on account of its late discovery, it was nowhere to be seen, not even in the catalogue, and was only slipped into the exhibition at a later date. 32 In the wake of the Paris show, René Gimpel purchased the Pointel *Self-Portrait* from the Sackville Gallery. The invoice (figure 7), dated 29 December 1936, indicates both the sale amount (£1,200), and the painting’s provenance: the work was not only listed in the Smith catalogue but also attested in the seventeenth century by the Pesne engraving and the artist’s letters. 33 The master’s ratings, which were particularly high on the Italian and French markets both during his lifetime and after his death, fluctuated during the eighteenth century, but remained fairly steady in England. A slight rise occurred during the first half of the nineteenth century, and a steeper rise after 1945. 34 In view of the crucial place of this painting in Poussin’s *œuvre* and given the artist’s standing during the interwar period, the sum owed by Gimpel seems about right. In addition to the invoice we have a certificate of authenticity signed by Dr. Walter Friedländer. Reputed for his Poussin research and for his book *Nicolas Poussin: Die Entwicklung seiner Kunst* (1914), Friedländer embodies an authority figure. His certificate consisted of a scholarly demonstration. Relying on a factual and stylistic approach to the painting, its ultimate purpose was to prove that it was ‘obviously’ painted by the hand of Nicolas Poussin, a hand that he recognized specifically in the application of the colours.

The Pointel picture is therefore more natural, looser, fresher and pictorially very attractive. The colouring of the picture, displays the masterly hand of Nicolas Poussin; the value and gradations of the blacks in the coat are beautifully rendered, the flesh-tints of the face are very typical; and specially [sic] beautiful as an example of pictorial handicraft is the ‘chiaroscuro’ of the winged *genii*. We have obviously here, therefore, a highly important example of the work of Nicolas Poussin. 35

The gallery directors, Max and Lionel J. Rothschild, made sure to provide René Gimpel with all the required certifications. Gimpel dealt chiefly with Max

32 In February 1935 and was visible until the end of the exhibition on 24 March 1935. Georgel, ed., *Orangerie*, 1934, 22 and 243. Gimpel probably became aware of the Poussin’s *Self-Portrait* at the exhibition. His daily notebook (1933-1935) suggests, however, that he visited it (entry from 8 October 1934, 117. Archives Gimpel Fils, London, unpublished). Gimpel was close to the art historian’s Charles Terrasse’s circle and he frequented Paul Jamot and Charles Sterling (for example, see Letter from Charles Sterling to Jean Gimpel about René Gimpel, 29 June 1963. Archives Gimpel Fils, London, unpublished) from whom he sought advice in order to expertise French or Italian Primitive artworks.
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Rothschild, who was an acquaintance of his in any case, and yet of whom he had a mixed opinion. With a letter he sent to John D. Rockefeller in 1931 he enclosed a list of those experts he recommended to his client or advised against. In his view, Max Rothschild enjoyed a contrasted reputation. 'Max Rothschild, 28 Sackville Street, Piccadilly. Have sometimes one good picture amongst many of second rate'.

Despite the unreliable quality of the works that he tried to sell him, Gimpel nonetheless allowed himself to be convinced by the Self-Portrait. Rothschild had come to notice on several occasions by the acquisition of key Poussin works, as noted in the Burlington Magazine.

If we consider the Diary of an Art Dealer or the stockbooks that René Gimpel kept, the work of Nicolas Poussin did not capture his attention very much up until the 1930s. His stock of seventeenth-century French painting amounted to just a few pictures by Claude Lorrain and Gaspard Dughet. The art dealer was learning the mysteries of his trade with the firm of E. Gimpel & Wildenstein, founded in 1898 by his father Ernest Gimpel and his partner Nathan Wildenstein. At the turn of the twentieth century, the Paris firm took its business across the ocean, where an address on Fifth Avenue was chosen to open a new branch. When his father died in 1907, René took over the running of the firm’s business until 1919, at which time he terminated his partnership with Nathan Wildenstein. Specializing in the Old Masters, the company originally operated to promote eighteenth-century French art in the United States, later moving into medieval and Renaissance art. Thus René Gimpel preferred the Dutch golden age and seventeenth-century Spanish art to the seventeenth-century French school. It was rather through the gaze of contemporary artists that he looked at seventeenth-century French art. During a session in 1923 sitting in the studio of the painter Henry Caro-Delvaille, who was doing his portrait, the conversation came round to Poussin and Lorrain: 'Le Lorrain, Le Poussin, they are a lesson in wisdom and uprightness! the painter exclaimed, before raising a question: 'So tell me, René, what is their market value, how are they selling?' And

the art dealer replied: 'They aren’t. Their only client in the world is the Louvre'.

'Too serious' and 'not understood', these masters generated hardly any interest on
the art market. Gimpel attributed museum and heritage value to Poussin’s œuvre,
and not so much speculative value.

Once on a visit to the Louvre, he returned to Poussin: 'It is [Abraham]
Mintchine who brings me before a Poussin’, he wrote in his Diary in 1929. On that
occasion, he gave the young painter his view of art history, a retrospective,
genealogical view that saw the master’s work through the prism of modern artists.
The inclination of Cézanne, Maurice Denis or Picasso for Poussin at the time was a
contributory factor in the revived taste for ‘new classicism’ in France. The dialectic
linking old art and modern art affected the theories of art, the history of
collections and the art market as well.

notebooks that composed Gimpel’s Diary are preserved at the Gimpel Fils Gallery, London. Here, we refer to the expanded edition, which appeared in 2011.

41 ‘Ils ne se vendent pas. Leur seul client au monde est le musée du Louvre (...) Trop graves (...) incompris’, Gimpel, Journal, 355 (4 September 1923) and 359 (14 September 1923), on Lorrain.


43 Poussin incarnated a model – he was ‘one of Cézanne’s ancestors’, to quote Julius Meier-Graefe’s beautiful book Cézanne et ses ancêtres: reproductions en facsimilé d’après des dessins par
Le Tintoret, Le Greco, Le Poussin, Corot, Delacroix, Cézanne, Berlin: Société Marées, 1921. As also
attested by Robert Rey’s text La renaissance du sentiment classique dans la peinture française à la
fin du 19e siècle: Degas, Renoir, Gauguin, Cézanne, Seurat, Paris: Les Beaux-Arts, [1931]. See also

44 On this dialectic, see Pascal Griener, ‘La jouissance du Même: les maîtres anciens comme
fétiches modernes’, Kunst und Architektur/Art et Architecture, 52:4, 2001, 35–41; Pascal
Griener, ‘Old masters/modern painting: a dialectic construction of art history for the
American market during the 30s’, in Peter J. Schneemann and Thomas Schmutz, eds.,
Masterplan: Konstruktion und Dokumentation amerikanischer Kunstgeschichten, Bern: Peter Lang,
Before going ahead with purchasing the picture, René Gimpel examined very closely the Jean Pesne engraving, a copy of which was in his possession. In the course of this operation, he produced various drawings to give him a better grasp of its structure and composition (figure 8). From the painter’s face to the inscriptions, he went over the picture and its engraved counterpart in minute detail. He annotated his drawings with his observations. He also became interested in two other nineteenth-century engravings inspired by the Pointel Self-Portrait, the one by John Corner and another anonymous engraving he discovered at the British Museum.\(^45\) In addition to his notes and drawings came a photo-engraving of a painting by Poussin, The Holy Family, which the art dealer recalled having admired and commented upon in 1924 at the time of its purchase by his former partner Nathan Wildenstein. For all this canvas’s ‘pictorial qualities’, he deplored its lack of restraint, since for him Poussin embodied ‘the master of gravity’.\(^46\) Thus the Pointel Self-Portrait did not entirely fit in with his mental picture of Poussin; the work did not bear the hallmark of gravitas that in contrast characterizes the Chantelou Self-Portrait. While Gimpel came to no conclusions based on the connection he had made, he did not abandon the idea of purchasing a work that nonetheless remains emblematic.

The formal examination was combined with an analysis of the written documents. First he focussed his attention on the master’s letters, copying out in full the passages relating to the two Pointel and Chantelou Self-Portraits. He meticulously revised his notes to add new material or make changes. He also researched the inscription De lumine et colore (Traité des Lumières et des Ombres or De lumine e ombre, colori et mesure) featured on the spine of the book. For a long time the book was thought to be a treatise that Poussin had left at his death. The reference to a piece of writing of a technical nature, illustrating the image of the painter as a man of letters, had spawned many a discussion that intrigued the art dealer just as much. When Chantelou enquired into this matter in 1666, however, the artist’s brother-in-law Jean Dughet denied the book’s existence, a point duly noted by René Gimpel.\(^47\)

In addition to these analyses, he restored a description of the painting in his possession in the shape of a note:

\(^45\) He carefully compared and examined these engravings from the British Museum (inv. Jean Pesne, 1868,0808.2503; inv. John Corner, 1914,0810.225; inv. Unknown, 1868,0822.1174).

\(^46\) ‘Le maître de la gravité’, Gimpel, Journal, 397–398 (7 July 1924). In 1924, the Wildenstein Company acquired a Poussin’s painting called Rest on the Flight into Egypt, retitled The Holy Family, from the Duke of Westminster’s collection. Gimpel dedicated a passage in his Diary to this remarkable purchase – the painting exceptionally reached more than £5,000 following a misunderstanding within the company which lead to an operation speculation – which is mentioned again in a note added in 1935. See for a reproduction www.bundesmuseen.ch/roemerholz/00440/00657/00737/00826/00838/index.html?lang=fr (accessed 18 May 2017).

Described in Smith’s Catalogue raisonné, vol.8, n°1. A portrait of the artist when 55 years of age, represented in a three-quarter view with the eyes turns towards the spectator. His dark hair is parted in front, and falls in clusters on each side of his head. The body is enveloped in an ample mantle, concealing every part but the hands, one of which holds a porte-crayon, the other a large book on its edge. This background composed of a table, on which is inscribed in Latin, the name, quality and age of the painter and dates, Rome, 1649. This tablet is supported by two infants, bearing the ends of a festoon of laurels. Engraved by J. Pesne. 48

He also emphasized the inscription providing a clue to the painter’s identity and status: 'NICOLAES POUSSINUS ANDELIENSIS ACADEMICUS ROMANUS PRImus/PICTOR ORDINARIUS LUDOVICI IUSTI REGIS GALLIÆ ANNO DOMINI/1649 Romæ, AETATIS SUAE.55'. The work does not carry a signature, 49 but the Latin writing offers added value in helping towards explicit identification of the subject. The description of the picture provided by René Gimpel is different from Walter Friedländer’s; Gimpel is more interested in the composition’s layout, and not so much its state of conservation, quality or extrinsic elements. To that extent, this note does not quite follow the pattern used for René Gimpel’s published catalogues; they usually focus on the subject depicted, the analogy with other similar works, the provenance or the signature. 50 While he studies the artist’s letters, his text makes no mention of them, nor does it discuss the painting’s provenance. A little succinct information about the pedigree does however appear on a label on the back of the picture, placed on the stretcher by René Gimpel: 'Described in Smith Catalogue VIII., Collection Matthew Anderson 1861, Sir Bayan Leighten [sic]' (figure 9). Thus the painting preserves a memory of its pedigree.

Faced with any work of art, the dealer considered that his job involved determining ‘its state of conservation, its price, and its chance of authenticity’. 51 Attribution was a presale milestone; it was instrumentalized for the benefit of the fiduciary relationship, the ‘contract of trust’, 52 in the words of Michel de Certeau,

---


that the dealer established with his client. Once authentication was secured and well-argued, Gimpel had the picture shipped to the United States, along with the Jean Pesne engraving. He wanted the Boston Museum of Fine Arts to purchase it.53

From 1902 to 1938, René Gimpel made intermittent visits to the United States where he worked to build up loyalty among a vast international clientele composed of eminent collectors and museums wishing to increase their assets. After around 1925, his transatlantic trips became more infrequent, as the 1929 Wall Street crash was followed by an economic slump. Gimpel employed a range of different strategies in order to keep up the professional connections he had made over the years. Although he had built up his reputation in the field of Old Masters art, he was quick to get involved as a modern art dealer. To do this, he improvised temporary associations with agents commuting between Europe and America for them to run his branches while he was away.54 From now on, he was running two businesses, one as a gallery owner, the other as an old art dealer, seeking to strengthen his network of buyers as well as his own skill set.

Around this time, the paintings and drawings of Nicolas Poussin were being exported to the United States. The Durlacher and Knoedler galleries were shining beacons for this century in New York and supplied the major American museums vying with each other to acquire an ‘example of the great French classicist’.55 Their programmes of exhibitions evidence the spread of this transatlantic taste for Nicolas Poussin. René Gimpel monitored the situation closely, and was especially receptive to this high-growth market; thus he sought to be a part of this trend in by placing


53 Letter from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, to René Gimpel Gallery, 26 January 1937: Poussin’s painting and Pesne’s engraving are in the museum; Stockbook Sidès, no. 1, 7 November 1935 to [1938], List and objects’ numbers sent by René Gimpel from London or Paris, 29 and 31 December 1936, 68, 80 and 83; no. 700, ‘Poussin Lac de Bolzano’ (franc 25,000), no. 707: ‘Portrait de Poussin’ (£3,000). Furthermore, he bought undeterminate paintings by Gaspard Poussin (no. 708, £40) and Claude Lorrain (no. 709, £20) at this time.

54 From 1934–1935 onwards, Gimpel appointed agents in order to administer his branches in Paris (8 Place Vendôme), Bruxelles (62 rue Royale) and New York (2 East 57th Street), Alfredo Sidès and Jacques Furst in particular. See Contract with Alfredo Sidès, 1935; Stockbooks Sidès, activities summary, 1935–1937; Correspondence between René Gimpel and Jacques Furst, 1936–1939. Archives Gimpel Fils, London, unpublished.
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the Pointel Self-Portrait in an American institution that he admired. His preference for where to sell it went to Boston, rather than offering the picture to the Louvre, which already had the Chantelou Self-Portrait. Since 1915, which was when the Museum of Fine Arts bought a panel by Barna da Siena from Gimpel, the art dealer had constantly been reminding the institution of his presence, notably through donations.56 Being also close to the Fogg Museum and to Harvard University, Gimpel was in a good position to observe the museum’s acquisitions policy. In a series of recommendations made to his agent, Alfredo Sidès, he noted in 1935: ‘I am on very close terms with the new director Mr. Georges Harold Edgell. This man’s policy is to buy paintings, because he finds the museum sufficiently endowed in other branches, but very weak especially in old paintings, although it does possess a few very fine canvases’.57 Any leading museum inclined to favour old art will have a Poussin on show in its galleries. On this occasion, his second New York-based agent, Jacques Furst, played the role of go-between with the museum management. But after some hesitation, the institution finally decided against acquiring the painting58: Edgell was looking not for a portrait by Poussin, but a landscape. To make up for this refusal, Furst promptly offered a landscape by the master titled Lake Bolsena, which actually was a work regarded as painted by his pupil and brother-in-law, Gaspard Dughet, after a now-lost composition by Poussin and which is now de-attributed.59 But the museum again turned him down; Furst

56 Gimpel, Journal, 89 (21 August 1918). The artwork was attributed to Lorenzo da Monaco (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, inv. 15.1145). Early on, Gimpel established professional relationships in Boston. See Letter from René Gimpel to Nathan Wildenstein, 17 December 1909, René Gimpel papers, Correspondence, 1903–1921. Washington, Smithsonian Institution, real 11029.


58 Letters from Edgell to Furst, 30 January 1937 and 5 February 1937. Archives Gimpel Fils, London, unpublished. Following the refusal, Jacques Furst wrote to Edgell: ‘I received your letter this morning and both Mr. Gimpel and myself are very sorry that the Museum did not find it possible to acquire the important Poussin portrait. However, we fully understand your point of view’, Letter from Furst to Edgell, 8 February 1937. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Archives. I am thankful to Maureen Melton for her research in the archives.
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reported back to Gimpel: ‘The Poussin wanted by the museum must be a landscape from the early period, preferably with figures (…)’.60 The Pointel Self-Portrait definitely did not meet the selection criteria, and the museum went on two years later to purchase Mars and Venus, a landscape with figures from the 1630s.61

Despite these setbacks, Jacques Furst undertook to mount a major Poussin exhibition not previously seen in the United States. Around the same time, an exhibition devoted to Claude Lorrain at the Durlacher Gallery was coming to an end. That event was a huge success and inspired Gimpel and Furst, who planned to request the loan of paintings and drawings from various museums and galleries, to go on show alongside their own paintings, including the Self-Portrait.62 But the project was plagued by administrative and financial constraints and René Gimpel had the painting sent home to France.

In Paris he devoted to it the monographic exhibition of 1937 at his gallery, placing the emphasis on a singular painting on which he conferred the status of ‘masterpiece’. Certification, negotiating to sell a Self-Portrait of which the Louvre possessed the matching piece, a planned exhibition in the United States and a monographic exhibition in Paris were all operations in line with market requirements and aimed at sealing official approval on the value of the Pointel Self-Portrait. However, for all his close scrutiny and convictions, René Gimpel was misguided as to the authorship of the work, incorrectly attributing the painting to Nicolas Poussin. While his notes remain terse and provide partial information about what he was trying to do, the context and the strategies he employed in order to establish the picture’s status and have it accepted reveal certain logical steps towards attribution that offer telltale clues to his mistake.

Rituals and weak points of the attribution

currently demoted, was sold in an auction in 1949: Hiram H. Parke et al., Old Masters Primitive and Early Renaissance Paintings, French and other Nineteenth century canvases, property of the Estate of the late Rene Gimpel Jr., Hans Skutetzky, and other owners, New York: Parke-Bernet Galleries Inc., 1949, 10, no. 25.


62 Letter from Furst to René Gimpel, early February 1938, 25 February 1938 and 4 November 1938. Sidès and Furst hoped to add the Self-Portrait, which had been sent back to France, to the exhibition: ‘Let’s hope that we will have the money to organize March an exhibition on Poussin but income very uncertain wait stop (…)’ (‘Espérons avoir argent pour organiser mars une exposition Poussin mais rentrée très incertaine attendez stop (…)’). Telegram from René Gimpel to Sidès, Stockbook Sidès, no. 1, 1935–1937, 90. In New York and Paris, the negotiations with other clients were pursued in vain. Archives Gimpel Fils, London, unpublished.
As at once an art dealer and gallery owner, as well as a diarist, publisher, collector and expert for the courts, during his career on both sides of the Atlantic, René Gimpel was active in a whole range of fields. Having learned the ropes of his trade, maybe not through books, but mostly empirically, he built up his knowledge acquired in contact with artworks and developed the essential tools for apprehealing them: 'There is more art in one work of art than in a million art books', was his conclusion in his Aphorisms. While he highlights the self-tutored art dealer building up in situ his practical knowledge of art, particularly in museums, he was also a regular user of the Frick Library, collected his own library of autograph manuscripts, and had serious ambition as a man of letters. From his Diary, which he kept from 1918 until 1939, to his stage plays, as well as his technical papers published in Art et décoration or The Connoisseur, he devoted a great deal of his time to writing. On both continents, he cultivated a polyvalent profil; he was active in commercial and academic circles and in learned societies campaigning for the study of the arts and the heritage, beginning with the Society of French Art Historians in Paris.

In his connoisseurial work, valuing artworks was the outcome either of his individual approach or collective dialogue. In order to test his knowledge, he would ask connoisseurs for their opinion according to their specialism, personalities like Bernard Berenson, Max J. Friedländer or Charles Sterling. But unlike his connoisseurial peers, he did not conceptualize a methodology of connoisseurship or publish any catalogues raisonnés. Without however revealing anything in so many words, his approach can be deduced from the pages of his Diary – which however does not present a comprehensive account of his practices as a positive document – and miscellaneous writings on the subject of purchases, sales, visits to collections, discussions and sometimes disagreements with experts or clients.

One example of this would be with Helen Clay Frick in 1922. Finding herself comparing two near-identical Piètas (figures 10–11), Helen Clay Frick appointed various experts in order to examine these 'twin' paintings. They included René Gimpel, reputed for his knowledge of medieval art and the primitives. Which was

---


64 His official title was 'antique dealer' according to his tax returns, notably those from 1937. Archives Gimpel Fils, London, unpublished.


67 Helen Clay Frick acquired, c. 1922, a Pièta, which is currently attributed to an artist from Konrad Witz’s circle. In 1907, her father, Henry Clay Frick had also purchased a Pièta, which was almost identical, with the only difference that it depicts a donor kneeling on the left-
the original panel and which was the copy? More than the outcome, the important thing to look at here are the operations guiding the art dealer’s gaze. ‘My pen will race on the paper as my eyes do over the two pictures, following no rules, and yet methodically’, he announces.68 His aim was to clarify the status of each panel and ultimately ‘(…) to find, if not the identity of the painter of the original [Pièta without donor], at least his nationality and maybe his region’.69 His examination focusses on the composition, the application of the colours, and the handling of the landscape and characters. His approach does not involve placing either work in its context, or thinking in typological terms; from the outset he leaves it ‘to the iconographers’70 to determine how the respective masters made the subject their own. The fourteen pages covered with his ink offer a qualitative and stylistic analysis of the two Piètas. Using the language of aesthetics, he sets about reconstructing the creator’s technical, and even psychological approach, in the manner of Bernard Berenson aspiring to recreate the artist’s personality with the help of qualitative analysis.71 He moves on from overall consistency to consider the detail morphological, isolating specific secondary areas (the sun, the characters’ lips and noses), somewhat in the Morellian manner.72
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Such attention shown to autograph details is explicitly manifest in the case of Vermeer, the difference being that it focusses on the signature.73 For over ten years, Gimpel frantically researched this artist, looking for a self-portrait or signatures hidden in his paintings, until in 1930 he presented his analytical findings at the History of Art Congress in Brussels, a place where ‘intellectual jousts are to the detriment not of men but of ideas and things (…)’.74 To expand on his verdict, he compared the master’s various works which he observed while on his travels, exercising his eye and his memory, in order to penetrate Vermeer’s creative process. He inquired into the ‘objective’ traces revealing the artist’s pictorial language, although aware that the signature, monogram and date remained falsifiable. Whenever René Gimpel ‘meets’ a work of art, he indicates whether he ‘believes’ or ‘does not believe’ in it depending on the – decisive – impression it has on him, taking the view that a contentious artwork fails to give off the same ‘artistic feeling’75 as a work touched by the master. Inasmuch as it is deprived of its uniqueness and rarity, the radiance of the inauthentic work is diminished, if not entirely obliterated.76

Faced with the Poussin Self-Portrait, the rituals of attribution are based more on the documents, and not so much on the painting per se and on analogies. The state of preservation, the quality and stylistic unity of the work are, in this particular instance, all intrinsic criteria that are not touched upon. René Gimpel acquires a work attested by primary seventeenth-century sources. He bases his judgement chiefly on the artist’s letters and the Pesne engraving, a set of exhibits that he examines closely.77 Confronted with a self-portrait that materializes the very image of the creative artist, he attempts, in an almost postromantic quest, to capture Nicolas Poussin’s approach by going back to writings in the artist’s own hand.

76 This view echoes the decline of the ‘aura’ conceptualized in the 1930s by Walter Benjamin to describe the mass production of artefacts. See Walter Benjamin, L’oeuvre d’art à l’époque de sa reproductibilité technique, Paris: Éd. Allia, 2003 [1955], and the recent study: Miriam Bratu Hansen, ‘Benjamin’s Aura’, Critical Inquiry, 34:2, 2008, 336–375.
77 Frequent visitor of the Musée du Louvre, Gimpel undoubtedly examined Chantelou’s Self-Portrait without nonetheless explicitly mentioning it.
Unaccustomed to the work of the painter from Normandy, he thus seems to latch onto the written word. Just as the signature or the monogram do, the documents (archives, inventories, catalogues, etc.) provide positive information about the work and its creator, as Max J. Friedländer conceived him at the time in his book On Art and Connoisseurship; they feature among the 'objective criteria of authorship', but they nonetheless need to be read with caution.78

Having consulted Nicolas Poussin’s letters, René Gimpel is conscious of the fact that the Self-Portraits stirred interest immediately upon completion. The painter himself indicates that he had a copy made of the Chantelou Self-Portrait in Rome, sometime in 1649/1650. The letter he sent to his patron on 29 May 1650 mentions that his self-portrait is finished and that ‘some of [his] friends’ wanted a copy of it.79

On 19 June 1650, he informed Chantelou that dispatch of the painting had been deferred, this time on the pretext that ‘one of my good friends’ was ‘fervently’ requesting a copy of it.80 Poussin does not elaborate upon who the friend or friends actually were. On the other hand, with regard to the Pointel Self-Portrait, none of this kind of information made its way into any of his letters. Poussin makes no hints to the effect that certain admirers wished to obtain a copy or that a copy of the painting was actually ever made,81 although the likelihood that this did happen remains high. But during the interwar period, the unstable state of knowledge of the Pointel Self-Portrait influenced Gimpel’s interpretation of it to some degree.

Poussin’s Self-Portrait, also has documentary value and, although unsigned and lacking ‘gravitas’, expresses an indissociable connection with its creator. The art dealer placed particular value on self-portraits inasmuch as they enable an immediate rapport to be established with the artist. Moreover, while there are gaps in the pedigree of the Pointel Self-Portrait, it does come from some renowned English collections and is attested in the Smith catalogue, a reference upon which the dealer routinely relied; he recopied the entire notice.82 Most of all, the Self-

80 ‘quelqu’un de mes bons amis (…) ardemment’, Poussin, Correspondance, letter from Poussin to Chantelou, 19 June 1650, 415–416, no. 182. Blunt notes in 1947 that: ‘It is not clear whether one or more copies were made’. See Blunt, ‘Poussin Studies-I: Self-Portraits’, 222, note 34. The identity of this friend or of his friends has not been determined and has only raised assumptions.
Portrait was the subject of certification by Walter Friedländer, who conducted an in-depth examination of the painting, judging it to be authentic. This evidence lent weight to René Gimpel’s assessment, especially as the work was widely admired, and its provenance was documented. Hence there were plenty of guarantees coming together to remove any doubt as to its paternity.

Now, in his Aphorisms, he calls into question both the documentary evidence and the expert appraisal certificates: ‘The pedigree is a faked passport (…) Some pedigrees are ready before the picture’.83 Weaving through his own experiences in Europe and America, René Gimpel paints a critical, and even nostalgic portrait of the art trade.84 In order to meet the high demand coming from America, certain experts would vie with each other to maintain their supremacy and sell on for extremely fancy prices extremely well certified works attributed to renowned artists. The certificates accompanying the transactions would sometimes paper over an incorrect assessment. Gimpel frowned upon ‘this business that burns finger and souls’,85 and thereby helped to lower the quality of collections. But in the case of the Self-Portrait, a discrepancy is to be noted between the theory and the practice. Here the attribution obeys a belief system that provides certitude and clouds the art dealer’s judgement. The dealer remained convinced of the painting’s unique character, as a rare work of ‘museum quality’, since his immediate ambition was to offer it to a major institution. The museum valued the authentic artwork created by an artist whose name was significant in the development of art history. Through this purchase and the rediscovery of a work previously labelled as ‘lost’, Gimpel’s intention was to fill in a gap in art. This operation had a historiographical impact: the prospect of extending the body of work of an artist especially sought-after during the interwar years, making his portrait part of the heritage and shedding fresh light on its production, became mixed up with the attribution procedure. For the latter was a response to the market situation, regulated by fluctuating supply and demand. As the sociologist Howard Becker emphasizes, the act of discovering,
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the fact of the art worlds competing ‘for the scoop’, worked towards turning a trend into a permanent feature by creating a monopoly. For the art dealer, this acquisition was an opportunity to make inroads into a new market, with new clients, and thereby enhance his reputation. The attribution of a painting to an artist thus involves striking a subtle balance between the documentary approach and formal examination.

From the documents to the X-rays

In the form of a memorandum very likely drafted probably in the late 1930s, René Gimpel draws up a long list of questions that condense the logical processes he would mobilize whenever he was apprehending a picture: ‘To whom do you attribute the painting? To your mind is this a definite attribution and upon what assertion is it based? Have you received the opinion of an expert, if so which expert and when and what was that opinion? (…)’. He continues his essay by underlining the need to query all at once the work’s state of preservation, its provenance, and any restorations, technical examinations and documentary studies that it has come in for. Most of all, he questions the contribution of X-rays to the field of expert appraisal. For both the expert and the art dealer, he writes, ‘this giant microscope’ makes it possible to see what is invisible to the naked eye, and draw up a full status report on the painting, taking into account the deterioration it has sustained over time. Making use of new technology provides ‘(…) undeniable facts upon which he can base his judgement more easily and with greater assurance (…) The most skilled experts were put off, and prior to the advent of X-rays could never rediscover the master’s hand’, he stresses. The technical examination increases the reliability of the verdict: it offers the connoisseur ‘a certain guarantee that previously only came to him from within (…)’. While this interpretive framework sums up his method, René Gimpel applied it flexibly however on a case-by-case basis.


89 ‘microscope géant (…) des faits indéniables sur lesquels il peut plus facilement et avec plus d’assurance fixer son jugement (…) les experts les plus habiles furent troublés et n’ont jamais pu retrouver la main du maître avant l’arrivée du rayon X’, René Gimpel’s text and draft, [scientific research center], undated (c. 1940) and unpagedinated. Archives Gimpel Fils, London, unpublished.

90 ‘une certaine garantie qu’il ne tenait avant que de lui-même (…)’. Notably to detect forged signatures. René Gimpel’s text and draft, [scientific research center], undated (c. 1940) and unpagedinated. Archives Gimpel Fils, London, unpublished.
There is no doubt that he adhered during the 1940s to the 'scientistic dream' propagated by the growth of appraisal technologies at museums. While he took the view that X-rays could not replace the connoisseur's skills, like Max J. Friedländer, he considered that science could make a useful contribution to them. His ambition echoed a trend that became general during the period 1930–1940. On the strength of their critical viewpoints, Alan Burroughs (Fogg Museum) and William Constable (Boston Museum), both museum curators, aspired to introduce more systematic exchanges among experts, art historians and museum professionals, whose activities tended to intersect despite their respective assignments. In England, a series of articles published in the Burlington Magazine also reported on the advantages of X-ray photography for Old Masters studies. René Gimpel was receptive to these various initiatives, and in turn campaigned for greater transparency, recommending greater dialogue among persons possessing knowledge about art in order to demystify the connoisseur's view. If this is a basic argument that he mobilized to seal a relationship of trust with his clients, his posture crossed thus the theoretical boundary between connoisseurship – based on intuition and a practised eye – and documentary and scientific analysis – reputedly objective and reliable. Gimpel cultivated his dual image as the dealer-scholar par excellence, operating his dealership alternately as an insider and as an outsider.


92 Friedländer, On Art and Connoisseurship, chapter 27, 184–196 and chapter 28, 197–199. The new technologies, like the photography, are 'an unvaluable auxiliary' (197).


94 At the same period, Paul Ganz's plan to establish an international control office in order to bring together analytical equipment on artworks: Paul Ganz, 'An Unpublished Holbein Portrait', The Burlington Magazine for Connoisseurs, 56:324, March 1930, 124. According to Kennedy North, it is necessary to dialogue: 'But the X-rays themselves are useless. They can only lay facts before the inquiring mind'. See S. Kennedy North, 'Old Masters and X-Rays', The Burlington Magazine for Connoisseurs, 56:325, April 1930, 197.


96 On this porous limit, see Elizabeth Mansfield, ed., Art history and its institutions: foundations of a discipline, London: Routledge, 2002, esp. 1 and Ivan Gaskell, 'Tradesman as scholars:
Despite his fondness for new technology, René Gimpel failed to use it on the Poussin Self-Portrait. With war looming, the political situation forced him to cut back his business activity and then to flee Paris. He joined the Resistance as early as 1940, and was imprisoned in Lyon and later in the South of France. During his captivity, he kept up a correspondence with his sons, especially Jean Gimpel, on the subject of a centre for scientific analysis relating to the conservation and restoration of works of art. The project’s aims would be to ‘examine the artists’ technique’ and ‘ensure extra longevity for works of art (...)’. In addition to the laboratory there would be a library, with ‘a vast amount of documentation’, like the library built up by Bernard Berenson and Joseph Duveen. Inspired by the Louvre museum laboratory founded in 1931, the centre would be open to all researchers and experts in the interests of converging knowledge.

In the debate over the postwar de-attribution of the Nicolas Poussin Self-Portrait, Jean Gimpel had learnt his lesson and tried to put keenly it into practice.

The temporary radiance of an authentic masterpiece

The painting remained in France until the war without finding a buyer. In order to protect his property from exactions during the Occupation, René Gimpel spread his stocks over different locations in New York, London, the South of France and Monaco. After his death in 1945, his three sons, Peter, Jean and Ernest, undertook to recover the scattered works and to organize the succession. The Self-Portrait seems...
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to have been included in a batch of paintings by Titian, Boucher and Fragonard
discovered in a garage in London.\textsuperscript{100}

To honour the memory of their late parent, René Gimpel’s sons opened a
gallery in London they called the Gimpel Fils Gallery – a venture that they wanted
to be in the image of their father’s reputation, ‘very commercial [and] preserving
high artistic standards’. Their strategy involved selling off pictures, ‘preferably old
ones in order to follow R.G.’s [René Gimpel] idea tending towards turning the stock
into modern paintings not so difficult to defend’.\textsuperscript{101} In the winter of 1946, they
opened their maiden exhibition entitled \textit{A Selection from five centuries of French
Painting} (20 November–31 December 1946). Among the works by Fragonard, Monet
and Picasso on show, it featured the Nicolas Poussin \textit{Self-Portrait}, which received
extensive critical coverage.\textsuperscript{102} In his report on the exhibition published in the
\textit{Burlington Magazine}, Denys Miller Sutton devotes his entire article to the Poussin
painting, along with a reproduction. While he highlights the exemplary value of this
painting as renewing Poussin’s image, he does however see it as being an early
version of the Chantelou \textit{Self-Portrait} and not as an independent work.\textsuperscript{103} This view
became widespread after the war; two exhibitions held at the Louvre and the Petit
Palais mention the Pointel \textit{Self-Portrait} as being a ‘replica’ of the Chantelou \textit{Self-
Portrait} kept in ‘an English collection’, i.e. the Gimpel collection.\textsuperscript{104} In the 1950s a
succession of exhibitions and publications would bolster the painting’s reputation,
while it gradually achieved more autonomous status. Whereas it became better
known in dealer circles, academia and the museums soon showed an interest as
well: the \textit{Self-Portrait} did not go unnoticed by Anthony Blunt, a close friend of the
Gimpel family. As a recognized Nicolas Poussin specialist, Blunt in turn conducted
an in-depth examination of the Poussin portraits. Informed by Walter Friedländer in
1936 of the discovery of the Pointel \textit{Self-Portrait} in London, he published the results
of his research in the \textit{Burlington Magazine for Connoisseurs} in 1947, in order to 'clear

\textsuperscript{100} They made an astonishing discovery in a garage in London, which narrowly missed
getting destroyed in the bombings: Unknown, ‘Secret of a garage’, \textit{Londoner’s Diary}, 8
November 1946, unpaginated. See Bord of trade to Peter Gimpel, paintings in England, 18
August 1944, with annexed list, letter from Serge Lemonnier to Ernest Gimpel, 3 March 1946,
letter from Peter Gimpel to Serge Lemonnier, 23 January 1951, Estate of René Gimpel.

\textsuperscript{101} ‘très commerciale [et] conservant une haute tenue artistique (...) de préférence ancien
pour suivre l’idée de R.G. [René Gimpel] tendant à transformer le stock en tableaux
modernes moins difficile[s] à défendre’, Letter from Ernest or Pierre Gimpel to Serge
Lemonnier, testamentary executor, 10 June 1945. Archives Gimpel Fils, London,
unpublished.

\textsuperscript{102} Gimpel Fils, \textit{A Selection from Five Centuries of French Painting}, London: Gimpel Fils, 1946,
no. 3, unpaginated: ‘Canvas 26 1/2 x 55 in. (...) Engraved by Pesne in the 17th century.
Engraved by Corner in the 19th century’.

\textsuperscript{103} Denys Sutton, ‘Five Centuries of French paintings’, \textit{The Burlington Magazine for
Connoisseurs}, 89:526, January 1947, 22: ‘(...) presumably the first version of the artist’s well-
known \textit{Self-Portrait} in the Louvre (...)’.

\textsuperscript{104} André Chamson, ed., \textit{Chefs-d’œuvre de la peinture française du Louvre: des primitifs à Manet},
Paris: Éd. Musées nationaux, 1946, 73, no. 87; Georges Salles, et al., \textit{Chefs-d’œuvre de la
up a certain confusion which still exists about the portrait of 1647. His study combines a qualitative and stylistic analysis of the Self-Portrait (‘internal evidence’) with an examination of the pedigree and the related documentary sources (‘external evidence’). He stresses the fact that the painter only made two self-portraits, not three, as Walter Friedländer notably mistakenly wrote in 1914. Among the numerous copies and derivative works he lists, Blunt asserts that the Gimpel version matches the original picture painted by Nicolas Poussin. His was an authoritative judgement.

In 1947 the first issue came out of the Bulletin de la Société Nicolas Poussin founded by Thérèse Bertin-Mourot, which included a study by Bernard Dorival, curator of the Musée d’Art Moderne in Paris. His essay opened on the first page with the reproduction of a detail from the Gimpel Self-Portrait, Nicolas Poussin’s features. The writer compares the Louvre version with the Gimpel, its ‘younger’ version of lesser quality, without questioning its attribution. In 1951–1952 the Gimpel Fils Gallery in London loaned the painting for an exhibition honouring Nicolas Poussin at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where the work’s value was enhanced; indeed in 1954 the Self-Portrait joined the selection of ‘masterpieces’ presented at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris. Now with the standing of a museum piece ranking as a flagship work, the painting acquired a reputation in both Britain and France.

One copy concealing another

But in Germany some diametrically opposite observations were to be heard. In 1952, the art historian Kurt E. Simon identified a Self-Portrait by Poussin in the storerooms of the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum. The picture was listed in 1819 in the inventory of


106 In spite of the identified copies, he mentioned that: ‘The quality of the Gimpel picture points almost conclusively against its being a copy. It has been rubbed in parts and has therefore in some places lost that precision which we expect in Poussin at that period. But the subtlety of the drawing, particularly in the foreshortened hand, and the convincing quality of the modelling in those parts which are perfectly preserved are more than even Poussin’s most skilful copyists ever attained’, Blunt, ‘Poussin Studies-I: Self-Portraits’, 222, plate A. On Blunt, see Michael Kitson, ‘Anthony Blunt’s Nicolas Poussin in context’, in Katie Scott and Genevieve Warwick, eds., Commemorating Poussin. Reception and Interpretation of the Artist, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999, 211–230.


108 The exhibition was organized by the National Gallery of Scotland at Hatton Gallery Upon Tyne; it focussed on Nicolas Poussin and the Seven Sacraments (second series), owned by the museum (inv. NGL 067.46 A–G). See Hatton Gallery, Ralph Holland et al., Exhibition Nicolas Poussin, Seven Sacraments, New Castel Upon Tyne: Hatton Gallery, 1951–1952, 10, no. 8.


110 For example, the Colonel Brocklebank wished to purchase it but in vain: Exchanges of letters between Peter Gimpel and the Colonel, 31 December 1946 and 3 January 1947. Archives Gimpel Fils, London, unpublished.
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the collections of the English banker Edward Solly, acquired by the State in 1821; the collections were partially transferred to the Stadtmuseum of Königsberg’s Kunstverein in 1837.111 The painting, classified as ‘Roman school’, was added to the convoy and throughout the nineteenth century it was a part of the Berlin collections then undergoing major restructuring.112 In 1864, the art historian Gustav Parthey listed at the Stadtmuseum a *Self-Portrait* by Poussin which he considered to be an old copy after the Chantelou *Self-Portrait*.113 Thirty years on, the picture’s status remained unchanged, and in the pages of the Gemäldegalerie catalogue of 1886 it was described as an ‘Old copy after Nicolas Poussin’.114 Held in low regard, it languished for over a hundred years in Königsberg, before rejoining the Gemäldegalerie, which opened its doors at the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum in 1904. Revealed by Simon after the 1939–45 war, the painting was now interpreted as being ‘for the original’.115

The reappearance of the Berlin version not only dented the reputation of the London copy, but also had the Poussinists doubting, beginning with Charles Sterling, who promptly de-attributed the picture: ‘The original was recently discovered in the storerooms of the Berlin Museum. A copy currently belongs to M. Gimpel Fils, London’.116


However some contradictory reactions began to occur: while Charles Sterling reversed his judgement, the Gimpel Fils Gallery loaned out its copy to Durham University and accepted publication of the painting in the monograph by the historian René Crozet, _La vie artistique en France au XVIIe siècle, 1598–1661: les artistes et la société_. Now there were two copies side by side, both deemed original. This situation could not go on, and in 1955 the Berlin Gemäldegalerie responded. Its director Hans Werner Grohn got in touch with Bernard Dorival, then with the Gimpel Fils Gallery, requesting some photographs of the painting. He then noted the superior facture of the Berlin version, which in any case was a better match for the Jean Pesne engraving, and these observations permitted him to think that the Gemäldegalerie was in possession of the original. In 1956, the _Self-Portrait_ now attributed to Nicolas Poussin entered the collections catalogue, with the indication, ’A portrait of the same composition is now in the collection Gimpel Fils, London’.

That same year, the Gemäldegalerie loaned the picture to the Kunsthaus in Zurich, where it was put on public display as being the original, while the English version coming from the art market created mistrust and was likely just a copy. At a time when the specialists were making efforts to establish both the chronology and the paternity of Poussin’s works, the existence of two identical paintings caused controversy.

To put an end to it, the Gimpel Fils Gallery and the Gemäldegalerie undertook to determine with confidence the respective status of the two similar _Self-Portraits_. De-attribution of either painting would have major consequences for the party concerned: for the museum, it would mean parting with one of the finest pieces in its heritage; for the Gimpel Fils Gallery, it would mean selling off a now inferior work at a lower price. In both cases, the loss was symbolic; loss of authority, loss of influence with respect to a painting that contributed to their renown.

This led to an authentication process on the two paintings, linked to two major events registering the progress of twentieth-century Poussin studies: the _Nicolas Poussin_ exhibition at the Musée du Louvre in 1960, and the retrospective of 1994–1995 at the Grand Palais in Paris and the Royal Academy in London, both with their attendant publications, colloquia and scientific studies.

---

An underlying debate and new investigations

Among the works selected in Paris for the 1960 exhibition (May–July 1960) was the recently rediscovered Berlin Self-Portrait. The extra publicity given to the Berlin picture, whose authenticity remained moot, tended to consolidate its status and allay any doubts people may have had about it. Thus in the catalogue entry, Anthony Blunt corrected his earlier attribution of 1947 with regard to the Gimpel Self-Portrait, the Berlin one being superior in quality. Charles Sterling, who authored the Poussin biography, restated his change of mind by using a similar argument. They both observed the twin paintings at distinct periods. Through comparison and recall, they managed to establish a hierarchy between the two works inferred from a qualitative approach. However they do not spell out any other reasons that may have guided their thinking. Quality in itself functions seems to be a criterion of authenticity; the Berlin picture’s better facture, its substantial superiority, enable one to recognize the master’s hand in it.

While this perspective tended to spread in the field of Poussin studies, other opinions expressed a more reserved stance, like Pierre du Colombier: 'The Pointel portrait used only to be known by a version on the art market. The one exhibited (No.89, bis) coming from East Berlin will be a revelation for most visitors (…). It is certainly of remarkable quality, though one cannot say definitely that it is the original'. Reactions and contrasted views ensued as part of some subtle power games.

In the wake of the 1960 exhibition, Jean Gimpel with the Gimpel Fils Gallery re-opened the file in his charge in order to elucidate the identity of the two paintings. While in Paris the show was accompanied by scientific examinations directed upstream by Madeleine Hours, on the other side of the Channel, Stephen Rees-Jones published in the Burlington Magazine the findings of his own research at the Courtauld Institute laboratory. Jean Gimpel promptly called upon Rees-Jones to


take a close look at the Self-Portrait at the Courtauld Institute.\textsuperscript{125} Jean Gimpel began by following in his father René’s footsteps in the fields of conservation and restoration of works of art, before going on to make a name for himself as a medieval art historian.\textsuperscript{126} After the war, he worked with the laboratories of the Brussels Royal museums and the museums of France, and took part in the examination of paintings such as, for example, \textit{Tobias and the Angel}, renamed \textit{Lady with Her Daughter} (figure 12), a painting inherited from René Gimpel which had come in for multiple repaintings over the centuries and whose attribution to Titian had long divided specialists.\textsuperscript{127} In favour of interdisciplinary dialogue, he took the view that new technologies both attenuate the enforced 'muteness' of artworks and enable one’s knowledge about art to be taken deeper, thus allowing \textit{ad hoc} means of conservation to be envisaged.\textsuperscript{128} In the case of Self-Portrait, Jean Gimpel favoured the laboratory route. By calling in Rees-Jones, he was pursuing a clear purpose: ‘When we will have finished the scientific work we must write to the Berlin museum to have the same work done there’.\textsuperscript{129} While the Gimpel Self-Portrait was at the laboratory, the new monograph by Walter Friedländer came out, recording his 'conversion'\textsuperscript{130} to the Berlin version, to quote Pierre Rosenberg’s felicitous expression. Friedländer thus presented the opposite view to his written opinion of 1936 on the certificate he produced for René Gimpel.\textsuperscript{131} At the Gimpel Fils Gallery an exhibition was held in 1966 in tribute to accompany the publication of the English edition of René Gimpel’s Diary.\textsuperscript{132} As the technical analyses were still in progress, despite criticism the gallery upheld the attribution of the Self-Portrait to Poussin. But that same year saw the publication of Anthony Blunt’s catalogue raisonné, a amount of erudition advancing a contrary opinion. The work opens with a section dedicated to the artist’s authenticated self-portraits; it includes the Chantelou Self-Portrait and the Berlin Self-Portrait, now replacing the Gimpel version ‘regarded as the original


\textsuperscript{132} Ernest, Peter and Jean Gimpel, \textit{Homage to René Gimpel. Memorial Exhibition to mark the publication of his diary}, London: Gimpel Fils, 1966, 6, no. 1.
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before the discovery of the Berlin painting’.133 The work’s demotion was pronounced, causing a great stir in the London press.134 The Berlin copy was then recognized as authentic, although the Gimpel version was not rejected out of hand.135 His status was put into question: did many copies of the 1649 Self-Portrait exist? Was the painting an ancient copy, a fake, or a replica by the master himself?136

For the *catalogues raisonnés* were accompanied by research aimed at decoding the recently rediscovered Pointel Self-Portrait. While the reappearance of the Berlin copy led to a remodelling of the corpus of Nicolas Poussin’s works, it also had historiographical consequences that called for scientific adjustments, beginning with a reassessment of the sources, background and history of creation of the two Self-Portraits, the artist’s approach, etc. As the crucible for multiple interpretations, the Pointel Self-Portrait spawned a great deal of research.

In the build-up to the 1994–1995 retrospective, the dispute rose to a new pitch. Unhappy with the analyses carried out on either Self-Portrait to date, Jean Gimpel pleaded not only for further laboratory investigations, but also for the two copies to be compared side by side. To this end he compiled a dossier composed of letters and primary sources, secondary literature and press cuttings, photographs and restoration files relating to the Poussin Self-Portraits. About thirty letters, no less, were exchanged between France, England, Germany and the United States over the period 1984–1996. And at least a dozen players from distinct professional backgrounds joined the discussion: the Gimpel Fils Gallery, represented chiefly by Jean Gimpel; the Gemäldegalerie, Berlin, represented by its curator of paintings Erich Schleier, who succeeded Hans Werner Grohn; the managing director of the Musée du Louvre, Pierre Rosenberg, and the director of the Barber Institute of Fine Arts, Richard Verdi, who together organized the 1994–1995 retrospective; the art historians Stephen Conrad – who played an important role of intermediary –, Christopher Wright and Sir Denis Mahon; the legal expert, professor and art critic François Duret; Yvan Parrault, president of the Cercle Nicolas Poussin and the Musée des Andelys; and lastly the restorers and scientists Stephen Rees-Jones,

Two Self-Portraits faced with laboratory examinations

To begin with, the Berlin copy came in for X-ray examination by the Rathgen Research Laboratory located in the German capital. The results proved unsatisfactory, which is why the work was dispatched to New York and placed in the care of a freelance restorer and former curator of the Kress Collection, Mario Modestini. A full report was not written up of the analyses carried out in New York. Claudia Laurenze, a restorer at the Gemäldegalerie, was actually present during some of the work and drew up a brief account of what was done. Modestini first cleaned the painting darkened by a yellowish, oxidized varnish dating from the nineteenth century. Secondly, he reversibly covered over the inscription De lumine et colore on the spine of the book, on the grounds that it impaired the composition. Although old, the inscriptions set above the craquelures were a later addition. Lastly, he touched up a few scratch marks and abraded areas. Overall, the painting is in a good state of conservation, although it has been mutilated along the left and top edges, probably at the time of the first restoration work conducted by Schmaeling in 1951–1952. A comparison of the picture with the Pesne engraving and with the Pointel and Solly collections inventories, which indicate its dimensions in 1660 and in 1819, reveals that the painted composition is incomplete and lost a few centimetres over time.

As for the Gimpel copy, the X-ray analyses initially carried out by the Courtauld Institute’s Scientific Department also produced few results. (figure 13) The Gimpel Fils Gallery contacted the Fogg Art Museum, which ran a reputable

---

research centre, and exchanges took place with the curator Konrad Oberhuber.\textsuperscript{144} Finally Jean Gimpel entrusted the painting to Nicholas Eastaugh, an Independant Technical Researcher based near London, for him to carry on the investigation using state-of-the-art technology. First of all, observation of the painting under the microscope revealed that, unlike on the Berlin copy, the two inscriptions are integral parts of the pictorial surface and hence contemporaneous with the painting as a whole.\textsuperscript{145} However, they are old, as the slow to form craquelures and deep cracks pass through the different layers of material. Furthermore, energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry and micro-chemical analyses uncovered no anachronistic pigment.\textsuperscript{146} Secondly, X-ray examinations revealed an underlying composition above the artist’s head previously observed by Rees-Jones. Since certain pigments remain more opaque to X-rays, as things stand the restorer cannot say for sure that there are ‘obvious pentimenti’, which would make the copy theory more unlikely.\textsuperscript{147} Thirdly, the painting is in a poor state of preservation. In addition to various gaps in the picture, the background lacks relief, and especially the putti. The picture is uneven in quality, presenting several repainted areas, including one large one that distorts the right side of the painter’s face. On account of the damage, it was not possible to remove either the dirt or the varnish that darken the canvas. While the work had probably been partly scraped and clumsily restored at some unknown date, the stretcher and canvas are of the sort that Poussin typically used. Finally, its dimensions remain close to the original size; the picture is nearer to the format of the Pesne engraving, with the top of the composition perceptible and the sitter better centred.\textsuperscript{148}

Additional studies would be necessary in order to establish more reliable comparisons. But the scientific analyses led to a host of observations, in the light of


\textsuperscript{147} Letters from Rees-Jones to Jean Gimpel, 10 June 1993 and to Eastaugh, 17 August 1993; letters from Eastaugh to Conrad and/or Gimpel, 12 September, 17 November 1993 and 29 December 1993. Self-Portrait Gimpel Fils file. Eastaugh compared the X-rays obtained with those of the Chantelou \textit{Self-Portrait} published by Madeleine Hours in 1960 (\textit{Bulletin}, 1960, 34, no. 5) and noted that they do not reveal any pentimento.

which the immediate comparison of the two copies, and the critical examination of the documentary sources, would enable the laboratory findings to be confronted.  

A direct comparison between the Poussin portraits: testing the quality, corroborating the judgement

Meanwhile came the opening of the Paris retrospective (27 September 1994–2 January 1995), an event of resounding international importance bringing together the most eminent Poussin specialists. The catalogue notice presented the Berlin *Self-Portrait* and summarized what was known about the painting. The Gimpel version, reproduced in black and white alongside a colour photograph of the Berlin picture, was labelled as follows by Pierre Rosenberg, who had examined the painting in London ahead of the exhibition’s opening: ‘replica, after Nicolas Poussin, *Self-Portrait*, London, Gimpel collection’. As a follow-up to the retrospective, an exhibition-dossier entitled *Autour de Poussin* took place. This event sought to spark a debate based on works raising issues of attribution or dating upon which researchers were unable to agree. However, the Pointel *Self-Portraits* dossier did not come up for discussion. The comparison of the two paintings is organized on the fringe of the two public exhibitions, in the presence of Pierre Rosenberg, Erich Schleier, Stephen Conrad and Jean Gimpel among others. The juxtaposition of the two pictures helped to assess the artist’s touch and style with a fresh gaze, as a material, technical and stylistic whole. The art historian and philosopher David Carrier does however mention that this operation also involves ‘complex acts of interpretation’.

In order to qualify the previously formed ‘clear-cut opinion’, Jean Gimpel drew up a status report on the examinations conducted by Nicholas Eastaugh on the *Self-Portrait* in his possession. He immediately pointed out how the current physical state of either picture conditioned one’s perception of them: the Berlin painting appeared to be ‘aesthetically’ superior – having been cleaned, restored and
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retouched – while he admitted the weakness of the London picture – damaged and not cleaned.\footnote{153} The treatment of the cheek seriously reduced the artist’s face on account of the repainting. Whereas the investigations had proven that both pictures were old (seventeenth century), attention was drawn to certain differences relating to the inscriptions. Research carried out on this aspect by Yvan Parrault showed that the Gimpel copy is more faithful to the Pesne engraving.\footnote{154} Despite the close link existing between the painting and the engraving, these observations are not enough to qualify the verdict reached. The impression produced by juxtaposing the two works backed up those members of the assembly in favour of the Berlin copy: the subject is unquestionably the same, but the painting’s high quality determines its authenticity. In 1994, Jacques Thuillier, a Poussin specialist of repute (who took no direct part in the confrontation), albeit still tentatively, argued the verdict reached about the two copies. Comparing the Self-Portraits with Poussin’s output in the 1650s, he discerned in the Berlin painting ‘a similar tone and the facture of certain sections, such as the penholder with its impasto light areas are solid enough to take one back to the hand of Poussin’. And he added: ‘And yet it must be confessed that all the doubts have not vanished’.\footnote{155} The experts’ ‘visual convictions’\footnote{156} based on their formal experience of the work, are guided by a well-trained eye which, by establishing comparisons and associations, manages to recognize the artist’s brush. The character of the touch, the stylistic and technical consistency of the painting, or its degree of completeness, representativeness and belonging to the body of the master’s work, are all assessment criteria.\footnote{157} The qualitative judgement ultimately builds up a gradation between the two Self-Portraits in presence. If scientific examinations offered an extra ‘instrument’ capable of shedding light on the state of a


\footnote{154} The inscriptions in block capitals are not exactly similar, and they are not in the same place (Endeliensis-Andelyensis, PRImus and Suae in lowercase and in the opposite direction of the painting). Report written by Jean Gimpel, 11 October 1994; report by Yvan Parrault addressed to Jean Gimpel, 8 October 1994, and to François Duret Robert, 26 December 1994. Self-Portrait Gimpel Fils and Gemäldegalerie files. As Parrault stressed, in the seventeenth century, the term ‘Andelys’ was spelled with an ‘i’, while the ‘y’ imposed itself progressively. The Berlin version contains a ‘y’ – like the Chantelou version – while the London version and the Jean Pense engraving contain an ‘i’. On the emblematic value of the ‘y’, see Marin, ‘Variations sur un portrait absent’, 103. For a reproduction on the Chantelou engraving by Pesne, see http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84048803 (accessed 18 May 2017).

\footnote{155} ‘une tonalité voisine et certaines parties comme le porte-crayon avec ses lumières posées en empâtements [qui] sont d’une facture assez solide pour renvoyer à la main de Poussin. Reconnaissais pourtant que tous les doutes ne se sont pas évanouis’, Jacques Thuillier, ‘Serisier collectionneur et la Fuite en Égypte de Poussin’, Revue de l’Art, 105:1, 1994, 35 and note 33. The paternity of Poussin’s late works is reputed as being easier to establish, since Poussin’s trembling hand is noticeable in the touch.


picture, the practised eye of the connoisseur establishes observations that permeate in a lasting way, and which documents and technology may either refute or corroborate or nuance.\textsuperscript{158}

\textbf{From Les Andelys to London to settle the issue}

Before the English wing of the \textit{Nicolas Poussin} retrospective opened at the Royal Academy in London, Jean Gimpel mounted an exhibition at the museum of Nicolas Poussin’s birthplace Les Andelys (5 December 1994–16 January 1995), with the aim of digging deeper in researching the picture. The newspapers devoted many column inches to the event: ‘Les Andelys. The disputed painting at the Nicolas Poussin museum. The mystery of the twin self-portraits’.\textsuperscript{159} Following the exhibition at the Musée Nicolas Poussin, François Duret Robert reported the result of the examinations performed on the painting in the magazine \textit{Connaissance des Arts}, while the London retrospective was on.\textsuperscript{160} Not content to raise the issue of the equivocal inscriptions, the author also reported the state of conservation of the Gimpel picture as distorting his perception. At the same date, Jean Gimpel in turn reviewed the circumstances of the comparison. According to him, the meeting did not take place on an equal footing: the examinations carried out on the Berlin picture only came in for a partial report. This is why, by way of conclusion, Jean Gimpel points out the inconsistency of the judgements based on the visual properties of the works of art: ‘Finally I would like to remind the art world and the Poussinists that their aesthetic judgement often changes (…) Until the detailed scientific studies of the two paintings are available for comparison the final verdict will never be known’.\textsuperscript{161} Indeed, the status of the Gimpel \textit{Self-Portrait} wavered under

\textsuperscript{158} Bordes, Elsig, Guichard, Parshall and Sénéchal, ‘Le connoisseurship et ses révisions méthodologiques’, 354.


the gazes of Charles Sterling, Walter Friedländer, and then Anthony Blunt. He further notes that, during the side-by-side comparison, assessment of the painting was based more on qualitative judgements (visual evidence) than on technical analyses, although he considers these to be less biased. In search of indisputable facts, he claims the need to carry on with laboratory examinations on both the Berlin picture and the London painting.

The approach taken for the London show (19 January–9 April 1995) was different from the one adopted in Paris. The idea was to celebrate ‘the father of the French painting’, and accordingly avoid tarnishing his title by presenting ‘problematic’ works. Also the catalogue notice notes the existence of ‘the version in the Gimpel collection in London’, without passing judgement or reporting the ongoing debate.\footnote{Verdi, ed., Nicolas Poussin, 1594–1665, London: Zwemmer, 1995, 269–270, no. 63 and 271–272, no. 64 as well as 7 (foreword).} However, behind the scenes at the exhibition, the Royal Academy contacted Jean Gimpel on the initiative of the art historian Sir Denis Mahon, a great Poussin connoisseur and a key figure of British connoisseurship.\footnote{Letter from Michelle O’Malley, Head of Education, Royal Academy, to Jean Gimpel, 7 February 1995 and Rees-Jones, 13 February 1995. Self-Portrait Gimpel Fils file.} The institution wanted to examine the Self-Portrait ahead of the symposium taking place as a fringe event (24 March 1995).

Despite the London confrontation of the two paintings (figure 14), the verdict previously delivered was upheld. While not the original, the Gimpel copy was moreover closely connected to the engraving by Jean Pesne. But actually when the replica was painted and by whom could not be ascertained; the exact circumstances of the painting’s execution remained unclear. Neither the direct comparison nor the documentary and scientific resources had penetrated all its secrets.

A return to sources or the time for questions

The participants in the expert appraisal were asking themselves questions: the ‘documentary importance’ of the London copy, matching the painting’s original format, caught the researchers’ attention. Might Pesne have made his engraving from the Gimpel version? Or was it the other way round: did the author of the Gimpel version work in part from the engraving to execute the painting? As early as 1648, Jean Pointel brought together drawings and paintings by Nicolas Poussin in his Paris collection, until it was scattered in 1660.\footnote{Philippe de Champaigne lists the Self-Portrait. Jacques Serizier came into the work during Poussin’s own lifetime.} The post-mortem inventory drafted by Philippe de Champaigne lists the Self-Portrait. Jacques Serizier came into the work during Poussin’s own lifetime. Jean Pesne executed the famous...
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engraving, which included a dedication to its new owner: ‘Viro egregio D. Cerisier amico suo et fætori benevolentissimo’. Was it to commemorate the painting’s joining the art-lover’s collection in 1660, as Cropper and Dempsey and later Mickaël Szanto would suggest?167 Certainly it establishes a lasting connection linking the patron’s name to Poussin’s.

The engraving illustrates the two Latin inscriptions that belong to the Gimpel version and were added to the Berlin copy by some third party. This was likely done in Paris shortly after the painting was completed. Was it the wish of Jacques Serizier?168 These unanswered questions only raise further questions. Despite the many commissions that Poussin was working on at this time, did he personally take on the task of copying the picture? Since the Gimpel painting is uneven in quality and lacks stylistic unity, perhaps Poussin made a partial copy of his portrait, looking after the important sections, which are of superior facture, and leaving an assistant to finish off the rest? Lastly, did Poussin (or one of the painting’s owners) call upon a Roman or a Parisian copyist? These are the issues that came up in the course of the debate. According to Poussin’s letters, the Self-Portrait intended for Jean Pointel remained in his Via Paolina studio (his home since 1632) for a year before being dispatched to Paris.169 In other words, while he was

167 The Pesne engraving date has been debated time and again. Even if Pierre-Jean Mariette owned a copy of the engraving on which was written the year 1660 (Wildenstein, Les graveurs de Poussin au XVIIe siècle, 1957, 19–20, no. 1), the artwork should have been created later, since the auction of Pointel’s collections took place from 20 to 22 December 1660. In this respect, Jean Pesne should have completed the engraving from 1661 onwards. See Thuillier and Mignot, ‘Collectionneur et peintre au XVIIe siècle: Pointel et Poussin’, 48, no. 4. According to Modestini (cited in the catalogue Pierre Rosenberg, ed., Poussin, Watteau, Chardin, David...: peintures françaises dans les collections allemandes, XVIIe–XVIIIe siècles, Paris: Réunion des musées nationaux, 2005, 411, no. 126), the inscriptions would date ‘probably from the beginning of the eighteenth century’ or from around 1660, according to Cropper and Dempsey, Nicolas Poussin: friendship and the love of painting, 146. The Gemäldegalerie’s restoration records do not specify a date.


169 The artwork, completed on 20 June 1649, remained there until 19 June 1650. Poussin sent the painting to Chantelou on 19 June 1650 and indicated that, ‘within a week’s time’ (‘une huitaine’), Pointel would receive the artwork in Paris. See Poussin, Correspondance, letter from Poussin to Chantelou, 19 June 1650, 414–416, no. 181–182. Between 1993 and 1995, the art historian Stephen Contras, then affiliated with Birbeck College, actively participated in the discussions on Pointel’s Self-Portrait and conducted many research (Self-Portrait Gemäldegalerie and Gimpel Fils files). Reconsidering the sources and the chronology, he noticed that Pointel’s painting did not arrive one month before Chantelou’s painting in Paris.
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working on the Chantelou Self-Portrait, he left the Pointel Self-Portrait to dry close by. Any visitors calling may well have admired both works side by side. While it is known for certain that the Chantelou Self-Portrait was copied, it cannot be ruled out that certain art lovers also wished to have a copy of the Pointel Self-Portrait.

In the context of the symposium held in connection with the Paris retrospective, the art historian Hugh Brigstocke proposed going back to the artist’s work method in order to understand the existence of copies and variants. The practice of making a copy after the antique work and after the Renaissance masters is attested in the case of Poussin. In those days, however, the original work enjoyed a more elevated status, as evidenced notably in Antoine Furetière’s Dictionnaire universel of 1690: ‘copy: used to describe the imitation made from an original (…) the least originals are valued more highly than the best copies’. Without condemning the practice, Poussin was concerned about how copyists were reproducing his paintings, fearing that they were undermining their quality. Here, although it was to become a crucial ‘authorial’ sign, the signature counted for less than the composition’s quality and uniqueness. When Chantelou wanted to obtain a copy of the Seven Sacraments series, Poussin’s initial idea was to entrust the work to a copyist, but he then decided to do a second version of it himself that would not be


170 The painter confirmed that Chantelou’s Self-Portrait was copied when he wrote: ‘(…) [I] implore you to believe that the original is just as much yours, as the copy’ ‘(…) [je] vous prie de croire que l’original est autant vôtre, comme la copie’), Poussin, Correspondance, letter from Poussin to Chantelou, 19 June 1650, 416, no. 182.


173 ’copie: se dit de l’imitation que l’on fait d’un original (…) les moindres originaux sont plus estimés que les meilleures copies’, Antoine Furetière, Dictionnaire universel, contenant généralement tous les mots français tant vieux que modernes, et les termes de toutes les sciences et des arts, La Haye: A. et R. Leers, 1690, vol.1, 494. The spectrum of values associated to the copy was nevertheless not unequivocal. The collections visited by Bernini in 1665, notably the Chantelou collection, included copies after Poussin’s artworks that were collected for their didactic value, since they provided a substitute. See Antoine Schnapper, Curieux du grand siècle: œuvres d’art, Paris: Flammarion, 2005 [1994], 229–246; Benhamou and Ginsburgh, ‘Copies of artworks’, 257 and 261; Bonfait, Poussin et Louis XIV, 76–87 and 166–187.

174 See in particular Poussin, Correspondance, letter from Poussin to Chantelou, 12 January 1644, 244–245, no. 100.
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a copy.\textsuperscript{176} He took a similar decision in the case of his self-portrait. Indeed, we have to consider the different handling that he reserves for each of his self-portraits. Produced in an atmosphere of rivalry between his two patrons, the two pictures follow a certain ‘scheme of variation’\textsuperscript{177} to which the painter subscribed. By setting out his identity in two distinct manners, Poussin negotiates these ‘horizons of expectation’\textsuperscript{178} by offering his benefactors different facets of himself. The outcome is two unique interpretations, two autonomous and ‘autograph variants’\textsuperscript{179} designed almost simultaneously. Even though the painter felt the Chantelou Self-Portrait to be a ‘better likeness’, the Pointel Self-Portrait nonetheless remains a fully-fledged work in itself, not a replica, as was supposed for a long time.\textsuperscript{180} Most of all, the variation on a single theme offers a guarantee of authenticity and originality, if the painter’s famous own thoughts are to be believed: ‘Novelty in painting consists mainly not in a subject never treated before, but in good and new groupings and expressions. By

\textsuperscript{176} From 1644 to 1648, Poussin worked on the Seven Sacraments series for Cassiano dal Pozzo (Rosenberg and Prat, eds., Nicolas Poussin: 1594–1665, 240–249, no. 63–69 and 312–321, no. 107–113). In a letter from 24 March 1647, he wrote the following famous words to Chantelou: ‘(…) I am not like those people who, even though they are singing, always have the same tone, I know how to change when I want to’ ‘(…) je ne suis pas de ceux qui en chantant prennent toujours le même ton, et que je sais varier quand je veux’, Poussin, Correspondance, 24 March 1647, 352, no. 146. At the origin of this rivalry between Pointel and Chantelou, a well-known precedent: on 19 August 1647, Poussin completed The Ordination (Rosenberg and Prat, eds., Nicolas Poussin: 1594–1665, 318, no. 111). When Chantelou discovered the painting, he expressed his disappointment and preferred the Moses saved from the Waters canvas (Rosenberg and Prat, eds., Nicolas Poussin: 1594–1665, 372–374, no. 159), a subject that Poussin was revisiting at this time for Pointel. In order to avoid conflict, Poussin clarify his painting approach. The difference between the two representations is related to a principle: the music theory of the modi which came from the Greek. Poussin would use different methods when dealing with the same subject in order to create diverse effects on the spectator. He did not execute The Ordination with more or less ‘love or diligence’ but ‘in a different way’. See on this theory and his reception Sheila McTighe, The modes of music and Poussin’s Self-Portraits of 1649 and 1650’, in Sheila McTighe, Nicolas Poussin’s Landscape Allegories, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, 140–163; Matthias Winner, ‘L’amore di essa pittura in Poussins Selbstbildniss von 1650’, in Hannah Baader, Ulrike Müller Hofstede, Kristine Patz and Nicola Suthor, eds., Ars et Scriptura. Festschrift für Rudolf Preimesberger zum 65. Geburtstag, Berlin: Gebr. Mann Verlag, 2001, 181–197; Alain Mérot, ‘Manières et modes chez André Félibien. Les premières analyses du style de Poussin’, in Marianne Cojannot-Le Blanc, Claude Pouzadoux and Évelyne Prioux, dir., L’Héroïque et le Champêtre. Les catégories stylistiques dans le discours critique sur les arts, Nanterre: Presses Universitaires de Paris Ouest, 2014, vol.1, 187–204.

\textsuperscript{177} ‘schème de variation’, Marin, ‘Variations sur un portrait absent’, 90.


\textsuperscript{179} ‘variantes autographes’, Brigstocke, ‘Variantes, copies et imitations’, 214.
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these means a subject that is common and old can become singular and new’. Variation is a sign of inventiveness and the founding idea of authenticity: ‘I found the thought for it, I mean the conception of the idea, and the work of the mind is done’, he wrote in 1647 about a painting at the planning stage.

This being so, despite the presence of an underlying form evidencing a little hesitancy over the composition of the face in the Gimpel *Self-Portrait*, the ‘autograph replica’ hypothesis is not adopted. The way Poussin was seen is based upon the image of the artist as a scholarly intellectual (‘peintre-philosophe’), not in the habit of copying himself. And unlike other seventeenth-century artists, such as Rembrandt, Poussin did not run a studio employing numerous assistants working in his maniera. Except for his brother-in-law, Gaspard Dughet, he probably never had a regular pupil. On the other hand, his work inspired a host of imitators and French and Italian artists who might have made a copy of the *Self-Portrait* during the seventeenth century. As demonstrated by Antoine Schnapper, the prices Poussin’s paintings were commanding in around 1660 indicated a marked upturn that steepened after the painter’s death. One sign that his works were in great demand was the faster rate at which they were circulating between Paris and Rome. There is a dialectical relationship between high demand and copies in increasing numbers. The *post-mortem* Poussin ‘cult’ did not wane; his fame remained almost intact.

The pedigree of the Pointel *Self-Portraits*: from the market to the museum

The notice published in the catalogue of the Paris retrospective indicated in 1994 that the Gimpel version and the Berlin copy ‘definitely become mixed up’. Above

181 ‘La nouveauté dans la Peinture ne consiste surtout pas dans un sujet encore non vu, mais dans la bonne et nouvelle disposition des expressions, et de commun et vieux le sujet devient original et neuf’, Poussin, *Correspondance*, ‘De la nouveauté’, 496. 
and beyond their similar composition, the two paintings’ path through history does indeed coincide. Unlike the precisely documented Chantelou Self-Portrait, there are still gaps in the provenance of the Pointel Self-Portrait. The picture has moreover seldom elicited a unanimous response. Its originality has been called into question and time and time again: over the centuries it has been rejected for purchase or sold cheaply. Between 1947 and 1957, Anthony Blunt and Georges Wildenstein looked into the picture’s provenance, identifying respectively seven and eight copies made from it and an equally large number of creations with regard to the Chantelou Self-Portrait. This figure grows over time and as research is done into these paintings. Sales catalogues mix up original works, copies either after the Pointel Self-Portrait or after the Chantelou Self-Portrait, total or partial replicas, be they painted, engraved or drawn.

In 1665, the Serizier exhibition room in Paris received a visit from Bernini accompanied by Paul Fréart de Chantelou. The Italian sculptor gazed admiringly for a long while at the Self-Portrait from the Pointel collection. Serizier emptied the contents of his exhibition room during the 1680s, without any inventory being made to document where it all went. Pierre Rosenberg reports the re-appearance of the Pointel Self-Portrait in Florence in 1681; in vain did the scholar and art historian Filippo Baldinucci propose that Leopoldo de’ Medici acquire it for the Uffizi Gallery. Once more, the painting disappeared until the end of the eighteenth century. A string of auctions were held which respectively included a Self-Portrait similar to the one done for Pointel. The language and content of these auction catalogues being uneven, not to say minimalist, the original copy painted by Poussin becomes hard to nail down.

---

189 As noted, the artwork remained among Chantelou’s inheriters and entered the national collections in 1797: Rosenberg, Nicolas Poussin: les tableaux du Louvre, 248–250, no. 28.
191 In 2015, Pierre Rosenberg catalogued about twenty derivative artworks: Nicolas Poussin: les tableaux du Louvre, 248–255, no. 28 (Chantelou Self-Portrait). Gemäldegalerie’s recent catalogues did not publish an exhaustive list of artworks in relation to the Pointel Self-Portrait. However, the museum’s records (no. 1488) identified a series of copies or similaire works. For example, Daniel Seghers’ floral composition executed in the seventeenth century after the Pesne engraving (Warsaw, National Museum, Poland, inv. 127146).
195 See the following catalogues Pierre Rémy, Catalogue de tableaux, figures de bronze et de marbre [au cabinet de M. de Vigny], Paris: Chariot, 1773, 34, no. 89; Langford, Catalogue of the distinguished and valuable collection of pictures of Charles Jennens, London: Langford, 1774, 3, no. 52; James Christie, Catalogue of the noble, capital and well-known collection of pictures to Lord Montfort, London: Christie, 1776, 3, no. 8; James Christie and James Ansell, Catalogue of the very capital collection of pictures, bronzes, marbles, statues of the late Mr. Gerard Vandergucht, London: Christie and Ansell, 1776, 4, no. 33. Blunt noted that the Gimpel copy came from
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Many copies were in circulation on the French and English markets during the period 1770-1800. In 1781, the sale of the senior civil servant César de Selle de la Garejade included a Self-Portrait the description and dimensions of which fit the Gimpel version. Meanwhile, in Hamburg, a Self-Portrait sold in 1794 reputedly matches the copy in the Edward Solly collection. The said painting entered the German national collections as a permanent addition in 1821, whereas the Gimpel version carried on doing the rounds of the auction rooms. In the nineteenth century, the number of auctions including self-portraits attributed to Poussin did not drop, just the opposite in fact. On the London market, three sales presented a Self-Portrait with a description possibly fitting the copy acquired by René Gimpel in 1936: the first copy appeared in 1943 at the English diplomat William Berwick’s auction; the second was scattered by the art dealer Matthew Anderson in 1861; finally the third appeared in 1934 at the auction of the Richard Leighton collections, a painting that had probably been purchased by his grandfather Sir Baldwin Leighton. The information contained in catalogues with no annotations was the Montfort sale. But the dimensions did not coincide and the information provided by the catalogue lacks substance. See Blunt, ‘Poussin Studies-I: Self-Portraits’, 222.


Catalogue des livres, tableaux, dessins, estampes qui composent le cabinet de feu Monsieur de Selle [de la Gajerade], Paris: Bleuet, 1781, 59, no. 38, c. 92 x 62 cm.

Hermann Goverts and Peter Packischefsky, Catalogus einer vortrefflichen Sammlung von Gemälden, die im südlichen Theil Europa schon im sechszehnten Seculi meistens zusammengebracht worden, Hamburg: Goverts & Packischefsky, 1794, 144, no. 246 (‘Hoch 33 Zoll, breit 27 Zoll’). See also Thomas Ketelsen and Tilmann von Stockhausen, ed., Verzeichnis der verkauften Gemälde im deutschsprachigen Raum vor 1800, Munich: Saur, 2002, vol.2, 1265 and correspondence notably between Schleier and Thomas Ketelsen (August and September 1994). Self-Portrait Gemäldegalerie file. The inventory of the Solly collection (1819) does not indicate the origin of the painting. However, it remains unlikely that Solly acquired the painting directly at this sale.

See for example George, ed., Galerie de feu S.E. le cardinal Fesch ou catalogue raisonné des tableaux, Rome: Palais Falconieri, 1844, 66, no. 399 (c. 38 x 28 cm).

Harry Phillips, ed., A catalogue of valuable Italian pictures the property of William Lord Berwick, London: Harry Phillips, 1843, 8, no. 82 Although partially incorrect, the notice refers to the Pointel Self-Portrait.

Christie Manson & Woods, Catalogue of a portion of the very extensive and valuable pictures of the Italian, Flemish, Dutch & English Schools, Matthew Anderson, Newcastle-on-Tyne, many of which are mentioned in Dr. Waagen’s Work on the Art-Treasures of Great Britain […], London: Christie Manson & Woods, 1861, 22, no. 141: ‘N. Poussin. His own Portrait, holding a crayon in one hand, whilst the other rests on a book – date 1649’.

The painting dimensions and the buyer name also remain anonymous while the sale price – 5 guineas – is derisory. Despite the gaps, Max Rothschild, René Gimpel and Anthony Blunt considered that the copy came from this sale. In addition, Blunt mentioned that, at the back of this painting, was a chalk mark indicating ‘7/61’ affixed by Christie’s in 1861. See Blunt, ‘Poussin Studies-I: Self-Portraits’, 222, note 41. Hardly visible in 1946 when Blunt
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However insufficient to establish any connection between the three sales.\textsuperscript{203} The Sackville Gallery, which acquired the painting in the wake of the Leighton auction, subsequently passed it on to René Gimpel.

Despite the gaps that characterize the provenance of both copies, the career of the Gemäldegalerie painting involves unknowns of lesser magnitude. As Inge Reist and Gail Feigenbaum point out, a work of art’s authenticity value is enhanced by a ‘manifest’ provenance.\textsuperscript{204} The Gemäldegalerie Berlin painting is immediately less controversial than the Gimpel picture coming from the art market;\textsuperscript{205} The museum, which conserves works of art and performs a public mission, offers indeed a more neutral setting than does the market, with all the financial stakes it involves.

‘A break in the link’\textsuperscript{206} between Nicolas Poussin and the Gimpel *Self-Portrait*

During the twentieth century, the *Self-Portrait* executed by Nicolas Poussin, after requests from Jean Pointel, came in for both documentary and technical research, which led to a fresh interpretation of the picture. These various investigations at once clarified the context of the painting’s creation and the history of its reception.

For it gave rise to many a discordant interpretation owing not just to the complexity of its coming into being, but first and foremost to its career through history being heavily mixed up with the numerous copies, replicas and variants in existence.

While critical studies devoted to the artist saw a major upturn at the dawn of the twentieth century, the discovery in the 1930s of a self-portrait of Nicolas Poussin was a landmark event. Wishing to promote the production of an artist enjoying a revival of interest, in 1936, René Gimpel believed he had purchased an emblematic work attributed to Nicolas Poussin that had recently reappeared on the art market in England. Before the version languishing in the Berlin collections was identified, examined the painting, the inscription has become rather blurred over the years. Different inscriptions in white chalk are currently discernible on the frame and on the chassis of the painting; the name ‘Gimpel’ is repeated in several places.\textsuperscript{207} Christie Manson & Woods, *Catalogue of pictures by old masters from the collection of Sir Richard Leighton*, 1934, 5, no. 144, without annotations (‘34 x 26 in, from the Collection of Matthew Anderson, Esq., 1861’).


\textsuperscript{206} Lahire, *Ceci n’est pas qu’un tableau*, 297.
the art dealer then only had the engraving by Jean Pesne with which to make a reliable comparison. Doubly limited by the documentary sources and by his misguided interpretation of them, the dealer’s judgement was at fault. In addition, authorship of the Self-Portrait was ascribed to the Norman master by an authority figure, Walter Friedländer, who discerned in the painting features characteristic of the output of Poussin operating in the 1650s. Hence René Gimpel was mistakenly relying on certifications from the art historian. The issue here would appear to be a belief system pervading the entire practice of expert appraisal. The mere fact of linking a work of art to an author, of distinguishing between a genuine creation and a copy, indeed amounts to postulating a hypothesis about an object, a hypothesis that is backed up by external arguments based on documentary resources, the painting’s material condition, or its provenance. If he is convinced of his verdict, it is also incumbent upon the connoisseur to gather collective approval to endorse his opinion. Constructed in layers and over time, the attribution calls upon many players, whose theoretical stances, expertise and methods will sometimes differ, and sometimes converge. Authority, the establishing of proof and a relationship of trust interfere in the expert appraisal of the Pointel Self-Portrait. Indeed, rhetoric and beliefs become crystallized around the work and condition its assessment. Such mechanisms rely upon ‘bases of beliefs’, as defined by Bernard Lahire, which implicitly give rhythm to the process of attribution of a work of art to an artist.

As soon as it reappeared in 1952–1953, the Berlin Self-Portrait rose to the rank of favourite. Presenting a better state of conservation and deemed superior in quality, it soon garnered a majority of votes, thereby casting doubt as to the originality of the Gimpel Self-Portrait. Its status then varied as exhibitions, publications and technical investigations followed, providing fresh keys to interpretation. The double catalogue of the retrospective of 1994–1995 definitively validated the attribution of the Berlin version to Poussin, with permanent demotion of the London painting. Meanwhile, the direct comparison of the two Self-Portraits marked the end of the debate. While the laboratory analysis revealed the material damage to each painting down their history, they also raised questions as to the addition of the inscriptions, the dating of the replica and the artist, questions that remain unanswered.

The changing status of the Self-Portrait acquired by René Gimpel affected both its biography and its identity. From its discovery to its de-attribution, the

---


209 Lahire, Ceci n’est pas qu’un tableau, esp. 7–8, 25 and 359–361. The author deconstructs the ‘accomplished facts’ (états de faits) and the ‘virtually invisible bases of beliefs’ (socles de croyances quasi invisibles) in the regression analysis he carries out with regard to The Flight into Egypt.
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